FBI

Date: 6/26/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

(AIRTEL)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (109-584)
FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-1742) (P)
SUBJECT: ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES IS - CUBA

Re Miami airtel to the Bureau, 6/19/68.

MM 635-S has been intensifying coverage of ORLANDO BOSCH AVILA and during surveillance of BOSCH has accounted for BOSCH's whereabouts, automobiles used and identified associates of BOSCH.

PSI(UD) OSCAR ANGULO has established close contact with BOSCH and has furnished information concerning his plans to bomb an unidentified ship. ANGULO reports BOSCH claims to have four bombs which will be attached to a ship or ships by divers using scuba equipment. ANGULO is maintaining almost daily contact with BOSCH and is reporting daily to the Miami office.

As a result of information furnished by ANGULO, the Miami office maintains spot checks on the residences of BOSCH and his group.

The Miami office has prepared a memorandum with names, photographs and complete physical descriptions of BOSCH and his men and has furnished copies of this memorandum locally to Customs, Coast Guard, FAA and local authorities having police jurisdiction over the ports of Dodge Island in Miami and Port Everglades in Fort Lauderdale.

Approved: Special Agent in Charge
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